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What are linked reads? 
Linked reads are a type of short reads tagged with a unique molecular 
identifier (barcode) that informs about the compartmentalized 
fragmentation of a high-molecular-weight (HMW) DNA molecule. On 
a high-throughput scale, millions of HMW DNA molecules can be 
virtually or physically compartmentalized and individually fragmented 
for independent tagging (co-barcoding) of the derived subfragments. 
After sequencing, barcodes are used to ‘link’ short-reads 
(subfragments) and reconstruct the original HMW DNA molecules 
(compare short-reads and linked reads; below). Linked reads are 
sequenced with a short-read sequencer.

What is TELL-Seq?
Generation of linked-read libraries can be cheap, but generation of 
linked-read reagents is complex and costly; it also requires substantial 
NGS technical experience. To free researchers from this hassle, 
Universal Sequencing Technology Corp. (UST) has developed a 
commercial library preparation kit – TELL-Seq™, that provides easy-&-
ready-to-use linked-read reagents. TELL-Seq (Transposase Enzyme 
Linked Long-read Sequencing) is a single-tube-based linked-read 
method that leverages a dense solution to enable efficient DNA 
partitioning and co-barcoding in the open space of a PCR tube. 
Linked-read libraries can be generated in only three hours with as 
little as 0.1-5 ng of input material, without the need for special 
instrumentation (microfluidics-free, plate-free). TELL-Seq relies on 
the surface of micron-sized beads to capture ~1-8 DNA molecules per 
microbead and enable millions of independent co-barcoding 
reactions in the open space of a PCR tube (Workflow shown below).
TELL-Seq libraries are then sequenced in a short-read sequencer, 
which provide higher accuracy, higher throughput, and low cost.

A Brief Intro to Linked Reads

Figure 2. TELL-Seq-mediated phasing of four adjacent 20 kb targets enriched with a modified protocol of the CaBagE method that leverages dCas9 to protect both sides of the targeted regions. A. Experimental workflow. Targets can be enriched as individual loci (~20 kb) or as 
longer ~40, 60, or 80 kb fragments, depending on the HMW properties of input genomic DNA. Protected DNA (target) is represented in dark red; unprotected DNA (non-target) is represented in grey. B. Coverage across the MSH2 locus (black bar indicates MSH2 gene position). This 
profile supports high on-target recovery over background for all targets (T1-T4) but higher for T3-T4. Arrowheads indicate gRNA binding sites (#1-#5). C. Screenshot from IGV Portal showing phased data and coverage from Targeted TELL-Seq using dCas9/Exo/Pulldown or 
HLS2/Cas9 experiments as DNA enrichment methods (WGS linked-read phased data shown on top as a reference, HG002). Phased data includes distances between phased sites (we note that distance are not indicated when not allowed at the selected resolution on IGV). Bottom 
tracks show phased data and inferred phase blocks in the Targeted TELL-Seq using dCas9/Exo/Pulldown experiment. Arrowheads indicate gRNA binding sites.

Abstract - In the human genome, heterozygous sites are genomic positions with a different nucleotide or length option (allele) 
inherited from each parent. Often, neighboring heterozygous sites are separated by distances longer than the length of a short 
sequencing read. Hence using a short-read platform to resolve these differences by parental copy (known as phasing) requires a 
library preparation method that incorporates long-range information into short reads. Linked-read library preparation methods 
allow tagging short reads that contain genomic sites separated up to 200 kb in the genome with the same unique molecular 
identifier (barcode). Linked reads enable the phasing of a whole genome. However, phasing a whole genome is not cost-effective 
for clinical or research applications interested in a single or a few loci (a targeted approach). Here, we report conditions to phase 
one or a few targets with linked-read method that does not require special instrumentation, single-tube TELL-Seq (microfluidics-
free). We validate this method with picogram amounts of clinically relevant targets and a variety of purity levels, heterozygosity 
densities, and lengths. We isolated the targets according to size using CRISPR/Cas9-mediated excision coupled with pulse-field 
electrophoresis for 180-200 kb sizes, CRISPR/Cas9-mediated protection from exonuclease digestion for 20-40 kb sizes, and PCR for
2-13 kb sizes. We also report an analysis pipeline that outputs phased TELL-Seq data on the Integrative View Genome (IGV). 
Together, our analyses demonstrate that single-tube TELL-Seq enables high-quality phasing of one or a few 2-200 kb targets with 
the low cost and high accuracy of a short-read sequencer. 

Figure 3. Phasing of SCN10A and PIK3CA PCR products (sizes: 1.8-13 kb). A. Summary table of genotyping and 
phasing results using SCN10A and PIK3CA amplicons as input from NA12878 genomic DNA (n = 33 tests) or breast 
cancer HCC202 cDNA (n = 25 tests). In red, highlighted the number of technical replicates, and genotyping and 
phasing accuracies. R6 (random hexamers) and dT (oligo-dT) for cDNA priming, as indicated. B. (Top haplotypes) A 
representative example is shown of n = 23 phased positions (100% genotype and phasing accuracy). Clinically relevant 
alleles (*); minor alleles are indicated (_). TACCATT corresponds to Hap1 (bottom copy) and CGGGGGC corresponds to 
Hap3 (top copy). (Screenshot from IGV portal) Representative examples of SCN10A phasing (NA12878). Fragment 
sizes: 3.9 kb (tracks 1-3), 4.1 kb (tracks 4-6), 2.7 kb (tracks 7-9) in triplicate (n = 3 replicates each), and 13 kb (tracks, 
10-12; n = 6 replicates). Screen capture shows phased data on IGV. C. Targeted TELL-Seq with three 13 kb amplicons 
generated from peripheral blood-extracted genomic DNA from three known Hap1/Hap3 carrier individuals. 

Figure 2. TELL-Seq-mediated phasing of four adjacent 20 kb targets enriched with a modified CaBagE protocol that 
leverages dCas9 to protect both sides of the targeted regions. A. Experimental workflow. Targets can be enriched as 
individual loci (~20 kb) or as longer ~40, 60, or 80 kb fragments, depending on the HMW properties of input genomic 
DNA. Protected DNA (target) is represented in dark red; unprotected DNA (non-target) is represented in grey. B. 
Coverage across the MSH2 locus. Arrowheads indicate gRNA binding sites (#1-#5). C. Screenshot from IGV Portal 
showing phased data and coverage from Targeted TELL-Seq using dCas9/Exo or HLS2/Cas9 experiments as DNA 
enrichment methods (WGS linked-read phased data shown on top as a reference, HG002). Bottom tracks show phased 
data and inferred phase blocks in the Targeted TELL-Seq using dCas9/Exo experiment. 

Figure 1. Phasing of 180-200 kb targets enriched with a CRISPR-Cas9/size selection-based method (HLS2). A. 
Experimental workflow. B. Representative example of linked reads (186 kb region). Boxes represent short reads. C.
Representative read profiles (coverage, ranges included in panels) recovered from TELL-Seq libraries showing robust 
on-target recovery compared to background. Targets: 200 kb APC- and MLH1-containing loci. Arrowheads represent 
gRNA binding sites. Black bars represent the APC and MLH1 genes. D. Screenshot from IGV portal showing TELL-Seq 
results. Tracks (from top to bottom): phased reference/haplotypes (GIAB); phased target/haplotypes (APC locus; 
numbers indicate large distances between phased sites; coverage (target); haplotype 1 (target); haplotype 2 (target); 
unphased reads (target); gene annotations; phase block (blue bar) 
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CONCLUSIONS: TELL-Seq enables high-quality phasing of one 
or a panel of 2-200 kb targets without the need for special 
instrumentation (a single-tube, microfluidics-free, plate-free 
method) and the low cost and high accuracy of a short-read 
sequencer. TELL-Seq is commercially available.
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